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Sunday in Cape Town...the sun is not shining...the weather is disappointingly cold and dull and Spring has 
disappeared...a bit like the England rugby team... 
 
So...in my world of business, sport watching and fitness there’s plenty going on.  Invoices are going out and some 
are being paid.  My most delinquent payer is now up to 205 days and it’s a public sector client and when they do 
pay...and they will...they’ll immediately be on cash with order and I might actually refuse to supply them again.  Some 
business is just not worth having. 
 
England rugby team beaten soundly...Boks winning soundly...Western Province beaten badly...Millwall beaten 
badly...Lewis Hamilton wins easily and the list goes on. 

 
My running class is progressing well.  There are 16 in the group and I’m the oldest but thankfully I ain’t the slowest.  
Next Sunday is a 5k run we’re entering as we progress towards the 10k race at the end of November.  The course is 
called “12 weeks to a 10k race” and one of the many advantages of living in Newlands is access to the Sports 
Science Institute...10 minutes away...which has world class facilities...and a very inclusive culture.  The cycling is 
progressing and I’m actually beginning to use the gears properly...but living near Table Mountain means that there 
aren’t many flat roads.  I’m having to learn to love hills. 
 
I’ll write one more update next weekend and then I’m going to take a break until the new year.  I’ve got a holiday 
booked and a big wedding anniversary to celebrate and we’ve got friends staying and we’re planning a whole stack 
of activities with them.  I’ll tell you more next week. 

 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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     4th  October 2015 

I got my Rok straps this week.  They do seem to be a step up on plain bungee cords. 
 
I’m shopping again in the US via usaddress.com.  I’m organising a set of camping kit...lightweight stuff for the bike.  
If anyone’s interested in lightweight camping I’m your man.  I’ve done a ton of research recently and the collection 
is coming together:  tent, sleeping bag, pad, panniers etc. 
 

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — One of New Jersey's top pork roll makers is being sued by the wife of an employee who 
she says was fired for passing too much gas in the office. 
The Home News Tribune reports (http://mycj.co/1O90bm3 ) that Louann Clem says in the lawsuit that her husband 
suffered serious consequences from gastric bypass surgery. Those included extreme gas and uncontrollable 
diarrhea. 
The lawsuit alleges that Case Pork Roll Co. President Thomas Dolan complained about the side effects and told 

Rich Clem to work from home because he made the office smell. His wife also worked there. 
But owner Tom Grieb says neither of them was fired. He says business wasn't good and they didn't want to take a 

pay cut and walked out. 
The lawsuit seeks unspecified punitive and compensatory damages. 
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Free 

I had my bike serviced/adjusted after its purchase and I asked for some other work to be done. 
 
When it was completed I asked the cost and was told that it was all free....no charge. 
 
Now...we all know that “free” never really means free...it means fully allowed for in the purchase 
price but in this case some of the extra work really was gratis. 
 
I was pleasantly surprised and felt I couldn’t leave the shop without a purchase as a token of 
gratitude and so they separated me from some cash and have cemented a good long term 
relationship. 
 
They understand the life time value of me as a customer  and this piece of free work is a very 
good investment by them in our relationship which will pay them back handsomely over the 
months. 
 
Just to prove how this life time value works I shall now tell you that they’re called Giant Concept 
Store and they’re in Durbanville which will mean absolutely nothing to most of you but if just one 
of you goes there as a result of this recommendation then their free work is a very positive 
investment for them. 
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Novices 

I was talking this week to a group of negotiation newbies who know absolutely nothing about the 
subject. 
 
They told me what they knew about negotiation and they all mentioned what they had read about 
the dirty tricks that negotiators use and especially the power of body language. 
 
I’ve been studying this subject for over 20 years and I’d never heard or read that you should look 
at a woman’s neck to make her feel uncomfortable.  I really don’t know where this tosh comes 
from but I’ll say this: 
 
Dirty tricks don’t work when the other party knows that it’s a dirty trick.  They’ll laugh at your 
pathetic attempts to gain an advantage.  I once told a seller...”Don’t try this nonsense on me...I 
teach this stuff...” 
 
In fact the only thing I teach about dirty tricks to novices is to know when it’s being used on you.  
There’s little point in using it yourself because your credibility will be shredded if the other party 
knows more than you and just laughs at you as they deliver their punishment in reaction to your 
poor behaviour. 
 
Play is straight...it’s a good premise to work with...especially when you’re just starting your 
negotiation career. 
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